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By Vreeland, Diana; Gan, Stephen; Cecilia Dean & James Kaliardos, (Editors)

Visionaire Publishing, New York, 2001. Soft cover. Condition: New. 1st Edition. Unused pristine copy
of this first edition limited to 4000 copies, of which this is stamped "display copy," although it has
only been opened to examine the colophon. Sewn signatures without binding or cover, tied with a
red ribbon and enclosed in a pristine red cloth slipcase designed to look like an accordion file.
Diana Vreeland's legendary memos to the editors, bookers and assistants on her staff at Vogue
record her obsessions and her relationships. Reproduces a select 150 of the 400 surviving memos
that detail Vreeland's thoughts on fashion, photographers, models and reveals the inner workings
of the world's most powerful fashion magazine. Unpaginated. The postal charges quoted are for an
average-sized book. Due to size and weight of this item, additional postage may be required.
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ReviewsReviews

This is an remarkable publication that I have ever read. Indeed, it is actually engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am just happy
to inform you that this is the best publication i have got go through during my personal lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Toby B a um ba ch-- Toby B a um ba ch

Just no words to explain. Indeed, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and
is particularly simply following i finished reading through this ebook by which in fact altered me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Leila ni Rippin-- Leila ni Rippin
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